SECRET

TO: WH/MIA

TYPIC AMSPECIAL

1. Mrs. Teresita Gonzalez, wife of Reinol Gonzalez y Gonzalez, enclosed a note with her May payment receipt requesting that Mr. James O'Maillea be notified to call her at 642-0343. James O'Maillea may be (iden). If so, why would Mrs. Gonzalez assume (iden) could be contacted through the MIMMUTUAL local payment office?

2. Please attempt clarify and advise.

3. File: 201-275949

END OF MESSAGE
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TYPIC AN SPECIAL

REF: DIR 11816

IDENT - JAMES J. O'MALIA

END OF MESSAGE

William V. Broe
C/WH

David A. Phillips
C/WH/COG
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